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Why care about parking? The stakes are high …
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Let’s assume:

• The average car requires 3 car-parks (reasonable)

• The average car-park takes up 20 sqm of space

• This space costs $500 per sqm

In this case, the total (financial) cost of providing 
parking comes to $30,000. Or, if we assume 6% cost 
of capital, then this works out to $1,800 p.a.

Conclusion: Where space is scarce, the cost of 
parking can exceed the costs of vehicle ownership. 
Providing people with free parking is approximately 
equivalent in value to providing free cars.



A quick recap on the last talk
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Previously:

• Our emotions – and how they actively shape parking policy

• The opportunity – parking policies can help cities prosper

• Pre-cooked policies – learning from other cities

Synopsis:

• Prices are more effective than time-limits

• Space is scarce & parking is space-intensive

• Better management  support for further reforms

• Link policies to evidence & experience



In the short run, parking policies face a simple tension …
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Cost
Convenience

Evidence supports taking the convenience pill: 
• Find the “right price” where parking is well-used but not over-full (~90%)
• The right price may be zero in some parts of the city and at some times of the day / week
• Parking will be available when and where it is needed, although it might not be free



In the long run, things become more interesting …

Grapple with more challenging questions:
• How much parking to supply  price?
• How do people respond to parking charges?
• What are the distributional (“equity”) impacts of charging for parking?

Today, we consider these questions, present a couple of specific “dinner-time discussions”, and will then take 
some questions from the audience.

Let’s “lean into the discomfort” …
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In the long run, we have more flexibility
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Rule of thumb. If the price of parking is below the market price (“resource cost”), then there is likely to 
be an over-supply of parking.

Keep in mind. The market price of parking is not constant, rather it varies considerably by location in 
relation to the opportunity cost of the underlying land. Important to understand this variation.

For example. In low density environments, on-street parking will often have a relatively low opportunity 
cost, and vice versa in city centres. In busy corridors, opportunity cost may be defined by non-car modes.

What should we do? Adopt policies that help address the over-supply, i.e. lead to relatively less parking 
being provided in the future. That means removing minimum parking requirements, for example.
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Remove minimum parking requirements, everywhere. Like Edmonton.



Removing minimum parking requirements: Why and how?
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Why? 

• Space is scarce and we want to use space as efficiently as possible. 

• There is no scientific evidence to support MPRs (i.e. zero, zilchy, nada) 

• Benefits > costs, many times over.

How?

• Manage public parking effectively (like we discussed in the last talk) 

• Engage with professional organisations (especially planners, lawyers, and developers) and communities

• Be bold, like Edmonton. And Auckland, to a lesser extent …



In the long run, what is an efficient price for parking?
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Source: Nunns et al (2020)



How do people respond to prices?
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Price 
change

Timing?

Destination?

Mode?

Location?

People’s responses are extremely complex. There are 
many ways people can and do respond to priced parking.

Many options don’t involve changing mode. Instead, 
people might choose to park in another location, travel at 
another time, and/or travel to another destination.

Car-pooling is a common (and commonly-overlooked) 
response. It enables people to split the costs of parking.

Mode shift is relevant to commuters, although 
commuting is only a small proportion of overall travel.
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How do people respond to prices? Road pricing in Stockholm
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How do people respond to prices? Road pricing in Stockholm

Road pricing led to ~25% reduction in person car-trips across the cordon. 

Of these, approximately 10% were commuting trips that shifted to public transport.

Another ~6% was attributed to changes in the location and frequency of discretionary trips.

What’s missing? Approximately ~9% of trips just disappeared ...

“A study in the spring of 2006 showed most drivers were unaware that they had reduced their trips across the cordon. A 
comparison of drivers’ stated change in behaviour and objective traffic measurements showed that around ¾ of the 
decrease in trips had apparently gone unnoticed by drivers. Moreover, there are many other changing processes going on. 
People move and change jobs, for example: between any two years, 20-25% of the workforce will have changed jobs (or 
started working), and 15-20% of the population will have moved. After just a few years, it is pointless to ask how a given 
person has “adapted” – because the entire situation where travel choices are made has changed.”     Eliasson (2014)



How do people respond to priced parking?
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The magnitude of the demand response is fairly consistent across studies: A 10% increase in the price of parking 
leads to ~4% reduction in demand (inelastic). Commuters are typically more price-sensitive. Also, Seya et al (2016) find 
car ownership is affected by parking fees, with an elasticity of -0.50.

More uncertainty exists over the nature of the underlying behavioural responses. Some useful case studies. Shoup
(1997), for example, studies changes in travel demands at eight workplaces where employers offered “parking cash-out” 
to employees who drove. The main findings:

• Solo car-drivers and vehicle kilometres travelled fell by 17% and 12%, respectively

• Substantial mode shift:

 Car-pooling +64% 

 Public transport +50%

 Walking and cycling +39%

• Estimated benefit cost ratio (BCR) of 4:1, that is, benefits > costs by a factor of four.



What are the distributional effects of priced parking?
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Sheer diversity of the wider population means almost public policies will have some 
negative implications for at least some disadvantaged households. 

More interesting questions are:

• What is the overall level of public social spending?

• How progressive is public social spending, on average?

• Is priced parking likely to narrow or widen existing inequities?

Let’s start at a high altitude …
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Public social spending on working age population as % of GDP
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Targeting of cash transfers to low-income households
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Is priced parking likely to narrow or widen inequities?
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Two initial questions:

• How does car ownership vary with household income?

• How does car travel vary with household income?

I used some simple statistical models to analyse data from the 2016 Australian census. These 
models estimate an “elasticity”, which describes the percentage change in car ownership / car 
mode share associated with a percentage change in household income.

Q. What direction do you expect these relationships to run?



Car ownership elasticity is positive …

18Estimated elasticity of vehicle ownership w.r.t. income +0.575



Car mode share (JTW) elasticity is smaller but still positive …

19Estimated elasticity of car mode share (JTW) w.r.t. income +0.059



Is priced parking likely to narrow or widen inequities?
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On average, car ownership and car JTW mode share tends to increase with income. 

These relationships apply to Australia as a whole; I do not control for destination.

Low-income households are less likely to work in areas where parking is priced.

My suspicion: Charging for parking is likely to be highly progressive. 



The probability people drive to work in Wellington city centre increases 
with average household income …
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Source: Nunns et al (2019)



DINNER TIME
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Leaning into the discomfort …

Q. Is the removal of minimum parking requirements conditional on the provision of public transport?

No. The removal of MPRs can be justified solely on the grounds that space is scarce and parking is space-intensive. The fact 
removing MPRs also encourages people to make better transport choices is a positive side-effect.

Q. Is the removal of minimum parking requirements linked to the imposition of parking maximums?

No. Much like road pricing, parking maximums are primarily designed to manage congestion. For this reason, the adoption of 
maximums should be determined primarily by the effectiveness with which they manage congestion (and associated effects).

Q. What should we do about residential parking permits?

Tricky. The LGA requires these fees do “… not exceed the reasonable cost … of the service”. And when Council’s issue permits they 
are forgoing parking revenue. Is foregone revenue a cost? Financially / economically the answer is “yes”; legally I’m not too sure …
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THANK YOU
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Brisbane
Level 5, 200 Mary St
Brisbane, QLD 4000
T: +61 7 3870 4888
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Level 14, 190 Queen St 
Melbourne, VIC 3000
T: +61 3 9602 5200
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Level 6, 46 Kippax St 
Surry Hills, NSW 2010
T: +61 2 9051 2423

veitchlister.com.au

Postal PO BOX 15080 City East QLD 4002  Email vlc@veitchlister.com.au  ABN 54 010 655 973

VLC was established in 1986 with a singular objective: provide tools and insights to help cities prosper. This remains our 
purpose today, driven by a culture grounded in transparency, the pursuit of excellence, and the desire to innovate. We are 
home to a diverse team of planners, engineers, modellers, analysts, and software developers who are passionate about the 
communities in which we live and work. VLC currently employs more than 50 staff from our three offices in Brisbane, Sydney, 
and Melbourne, who work on a wide-range of projects for clients across Australia and New Zealand.
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